
Operation Z, MBD, PSD #5, Bible Doctrinal Orientation

{see the File “Abbreviation” for clarification of this text}

Operation Z the Teaching Ministry of God the Holy Spirit
Bible Doctrine Perception Bible Doctrine received
Communicated by the 'PNEUMA' the
by Prepared + Volition + GHS human spirit becomes
Pastor Teachers Staging 2
To People in a 'PNEUMATIKAS' or 
Group, Staging 1 spiritual phenomenon

bible doctrine understood
GHS

      Transfers

Bible Doctrine transferred Metabolization Bible Doctrine
accepted
to the 'NOUS' the left lobe and transferred to the
of the mentality of the Soul 'KARDIA' or the right lobe
becomes 'GNOSIS' or + Volition of the Soul to be used
Bible Doctrine Academically GHS and circulated in the 7 
Understood.  Staging 3  compartments of the

Stream of Consciousness
as 'EPIGNOSIS' or
Metabolized Doctrine

To develop BD into Epignosis Knowledge we must make a decision about it and that
decision must be one of acceptance from + Volition that is a freewill decision based
on use of human freedom exercised in privacy.

Function of Operation Z
1. You avail yourself of BD and listen to it.
2. The PT must stay within the word of God for this mechanism to function.
2. GHS makes the information understandable as spiritual Phenomenon 'Pneumatikas'.  GHS will

teach us truth, BD (not crusaderism, environmentalism, etc) and will stage it 3 times, PT
communicating to group, Pneumatikas, Gnosis

3. GHS transfers the information to the left lobe of the soul and it is then academically understood
by you. (you are at the stage of being a hearer of the word.)

4. Using +Volition under the power of GHS, if we accept it is processed into the right lobe as MBD,
epignosis, the information which you understand is metabolized and transferred to the Right lobe
of the soul to be stored, categorized, circulated and applied to experience as Epignosis.
a. It must be converted from gnosis to epignosis by GHS while we are functioning under the

FRD so it may then be circulated in the SC of the RLobe for development of the CWL.
b. Here the MBD is formulated into the 10 PSD's which allow the proper application of

Epignosis doctrine to all of life’s experiences
5. We as Believers learning BD under the Teaching ministry of GHS must learn about Doctrine

when we do not have the Problems being discussed in order to Learn and Metabolize and
integrate the Doctrine so it can be properly applied.

Summary of the Power of Perception
In the Church Age there is equality among all believers to allow equal opportunity to execute the
PPOG.  Therefore the PO's are available to all Believers starting at SAJOG and Lost only through sin
but recovered through Rebound
1. The power of perception of BD is the FGHS 



a. It equalizes the 6 Thinking Skills of Human IQ, both of which then result in Spritual IQ.
b. Spiritual IQ then combines with the power provided by GHS to enable us to perceive BD

as spiritual phenomenon.
c. The power of GHS again enables us to metabolize BD IF we exersize our free Volition to

do so.
2. From the Metabolization of BD the remaining 8 PSD's are developed and deployed on the FLOT

of our individual soul.
a. The FGHS equalizes again the 6 Thinking Skills of Human IQ so that the Power of GHS

can enable us to Circulate BD in our thinking.
b. This Circulation of MBD enables the organization of our thinking to align with Divine

Viewpoint.
c. This Organization of MBD enables us to eventually formulating these principles into the

remaining 8 PSD's and deploy them on the FLOT of the Soul.
John 14:26, 16:12-14 Prophecy of GHS as our teacher by JC
Rom 8:6, 1Cor 2:9-16 is the fulfillment of this Prophecy.
3. The PPOG recognizes the volition of Man in 3 Categories and from 5 Systems of Thinking:

a. God Consciousness -- God is then responsible to provide for man information about God
and his plan.

b. Gospel Hearing -- The divine power of GHS makes the +Volition efficacious for SAJOG.
c. MO and MV of the Spiritual Life -- GHS comes to the rescue to provide the power for

execution of the PPOG by converting inequalities of Human IQ to the equalities of
Spiritual IQ.

Six Thinking Skills Relative to the Protocol Plan of God (and Life)
In the PCIM of BD and development of PSD on the FLOT of the Soul the 6 TKS are the basis for Great
inequality in life.
Academically Developed
1. Comprehension: Relative to understanding and metabolizing Bible Doctrine.  

a. It is the major function of the soul and FGHS, and Operation Z (the
teaching ministry of God the Holy Spirit) to equalize HIQ to SIQ and
result in Maximum Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of
Consciousness.)  

b. This is the successful function of Cognition.  
c. Thus eventually under FGHS we will be able to comprehend all

Doctrine from the basis of Divine Power.  
d. The Capacity of Mind to perceive and understand the power to grasp

the Ideas and ability to know thus the successful function of Cognition. 

e. This is the Battlefield of the Life in the Soul and our opportunity to
reach the tactical victory of the Spiritual Life and Human History.

2. Memory: Mental Impressions Related, Retained, or Recalled; Metabolized Bible
Doctrine circulating in the stream of consciousness.  
a. 2nd of the 7 Compartments of the Self Consciousness,  Frame

Reference, Memory Center, Vocabulary Storage, Categorical Storage,
Conscience, Momentum Center, Wisdom Center.  

b. This results in conditioned thought pathways called memory pathways
which is the mechanism for MBD creating its problem solving devices
for solutions of the problems of life.  

c. Thus the Rate of learning Doctrine is the rate at which the Believer
develops new memory pathways.  

d. Since Spiritual IQ demands Inculcation which is Repetition we must
hear and think of BD repeatedly. Repetition often allows us the
opportunity to hear BD again and again and finally it breaks through to
our SC and we can then use it as part of the PSD's.



e. The Rate of Learning must always exceed the Rate of Forgetting and we
must be consistent in the intake of BD to continue to grow spiritually.

Experientially Developed Conditioned thought pathways of the soul.
3. Problem Solving: Creation and use of the 10 problem solving devices as the FLOT of the soul,

to resist the outside pressures of adversity, prosperity, and dying, becoming
the inside pressures of stress in the soul.  
a. These replace all other types of problem solutions from Human

Viewpoint. 
b. conditioned thought pathways called memory pathways are the

mechanism for MBD creating problem solving devices
c. As the amount of Doctrinal inculcation increases so does the formation

of Doctrinal rationales to be applied by means of the FRD.
d. The purpose of Problem Solving functions of the PSD's are to allow

each of us to develop the strength for problem solutions without relying
on or leaning on anothers strength or opinion.

4. Decision Making: The power and ability to understand and categorize the issues in life, to
determine a course of action based on categorized solutions based on
Metabolized Bible Doctrine to enable us to execute the Protocol Plan of God.
a. Precisely correct proceedure in use of BD facts and relating them to

function of PSD's.
b. Requires the accumulation of Facts about the situations in order to

make good decisions.  (Emotional involvement and stress results in
lack of accumulation of facts and thus bad decisions)

c. Decisions revolve around the principle of Volition and Volition is the
Key to the prehistoric angelic conflict.

d. Accumulation of Facts requires MBD circulating in the SC.
5. Creativity: Unique individual functioning of Divine Viewpoint based on the circulation of

maximum Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness.
a. Recovery of BD from the Word of God and the effective and powerful

presentation of each truth through FGHS by the PT.
b. Ignorance of Doctrines results in inability to use them for solutions to

problems and often doctrines are lost to history but creative viewpoints
of theologians often results in rediscovery of lost material to be taught
again to Believers.

6. Awareness: Stimulates Curiosity, Motivates the desire for increased understanding of
Bible Doctrine, Motivates thoughtfulness of others, restructures the scale of
Values to give Bible Doctrine Priority #1.  
a. Being informed knowledgeable and alert about others, situations, and

circumstances, ie to those things around you and putting them into a
devine viewpoint perspective.

b. Becomes operational when bel has PSD.
c. It is a Spiritual Perspective in life and results in relating to others from

PSD's.
d. It is the application of the MBD through the PSD's on the FLOT of the

Soul.
e. Out of true awareness comes wisdom.  There is no wisdom in life

without the TKS awareness.  
f. It wades through all pressures and oppositions to BD and continues

advance to Spiritual Maturity and avoids all the Awareness traps
1. pseudo compassion.

g. Sensitivity is not part of awareness but involves arrogance.

Development of I.Q. in the Spiritual Life



1. The 6 Thinking Skills (6 tks) is human I.Q. (HIQ),and the source of human inequality, this
potential is received at birth when God imputes soul life to biological live establishing Human
Life.  Human I.Q is never equal

2. The 3 Spiritual Skills (SS#1-3) are required for Spiritual I.Q. to develop.
3. The SS must interact with the 6 tks to form Spiritual I.Q.
4. Filling of God the Holy Spirit (FGHS) is absolute ie. 100% or 0% nothing in between.  

A MEANS.
FGHS is the equalizer of human IQ. It enables all mankind of any status to metabolize doctrine,
form and deploy the 10 PSD's, and Execute the Protocol Plan of God.  FGHS also is the 2nd
Problem Solving Device and the first Power Option of our Spiritual Life.

5. FGHS (SS1)  +  6 TKS (Human I.Q.)  =  Spiritual I.Q.
6. Spiritual I.Q. (SIQ) is necessary for the development of MBD, 10 PSD, Execution of PPOG.

RESULTS
7. SIQ  +  Operation Z (Op Z) [teaching ministry of God the Holy Spirit)  =  Continued MBD (SS2

increased)
8. SIQ  +  Op Z  =  Formation or expansion of 10 Problem Solving Devices from MBD.
9. SIQ  +  Op Z  =  Execution of the Protocol Plan of God.

{ Expansion of MBD  (SS2)}
10. FGHS + HIQ = SIQ + Op Z = { 10 PSD  (SS3)}

(PO1) (6 TKS) (PO2) { Exec. PPOG  (SS4)}
(PSD2) (PSD5) {Conditioned Thought Paths}
(SS1) (SS2) {Grace Orientation}

(BD Or) {Max Response to DI of Grace}
{MBD} {Sp. Cap. +R}

{Humility}
{Riches of Glory becoming functional}

11. MBD actually creates its own system for the application of BD to experience for the only and
most dynamic offensive action off the FLOT of the soul in human history.

12. FGHS + MBD in SC + PSD's = Execution of the PPOG
SS1, PO1 + SS2, PO2 + SS3 = Exe of PPOG (SS4??)
PSD2 + PSD5, Op Z + 8 PSD's = True Thanksgiving

13. FGHS + Op Z + PSD's = Execution of PPOG for the Church Age.
= Winner Believer + Invisible Hero
= Glorification of God
= Invisible Heroship

Three (Four) Spiritual Skills (never existed prior to the birth of Jesus Christ and will never exist
again after the resurrection of the Church.)
1. Filling of God the Holy Spirit - Begins at SAJOG (regeneration), Maintained or recovered after

sin by Rebound (I John 1:9)  =  A Cause  (the only NON-permanent spiritual gift received from
God at SAJOG.

2. Metabolization of Bible Doctrine - Requires SS1 and Perception, Cognition, and Inculcation of
Bible Doctrine as well as Faith Perception.  =  A Result

3. Formation and Function of the 10 Problem Solving Devices - Requires SS2 circulating in the
Stream of Consciousness + SS1.  =  A Result

4. ?? Execution of the Protocol Plan of God - Requires SS1,2,3 and results in Glorification of God
in Time and Historical Impact.  =  A Result)

X, Y, Z, of Life in the Angelic Conflict (Function of Grace Orientation PSD #4)
X= {HL+ AOS= Spiri tual (pot. #1+ BD (Gospe l= Hope #1} +  [SAJOG]

(Imp to  Death    SAJOG) Hearing + (Confidence in Eternal Life and the 39

 OSN) Soteriology other g race g ifts from God at SA JOG).

+ Christology



Y = {Jud. Imp.#1 + Jud. Imp.#2=  Glorification of God+ BD= Hope #2} +[Escrow]

(Sin to JC on (+ROGF to) (po t.#2) (Capacity (DI of Use  of S S in G race  will resu lt in

the Cross) Bel in  JC) +R for all  blessing AG in Execution  of the PPO G with

in Time) exe ppog Time + dis tribution  of E scrow Bless ings in

 EP ast) Time.

Z= {EL+ Escrow= Escrow B lessings+ BD= Hope #3}

Blessings for E tern ity Shame Confidence that at the Judgment seat

Distr ibuted   (pot.#3) Confidence  distributed for of JC we  will have

in T ime  Escrow Blessings in Etern ity. 

 No shame at JSJC.

(2 Thes 1:12)

Four Exclusions in the PPOG
1. Divine Power excludes Human Power 3. Divine Viewpoint excludes Human Viewpoint
2. Grace excludes Legalism 4. 10 PSD's exclude Stress in the Soul

Categories Required in the Protocol Plan of God
1. System of Authority: Temporal Authority Laws of Divine Establishment

Spiritual Authority Bible Doctrine communicated by Pastor
2. Spiritual Life: For each individual Believer to be executed individually.
3. Freewill: Recognition of the Volition of each Believer.
4. System of Growth: Metabolization and Circulation of Bible Doctrine in the Stream of

Conscious.
5. Problem Solutions: A System of Problem Solving Devices based on or developed

from Max Metabolized B D in the Stream of Consciousness.
6. Historical vs Individual Historical Period = Dispensation of the Church Age.

Time References: Individual Period = Salvation to Death or Resurrection.
7. Assets: Portfolio of Assets provided by God in Eternity Past for each Believer.
8. System of Impact: Invisible but real Impact in 5 categories:

Personal Impact: Blessing by association with the Believer.
Friends, Family, and Loved ones.

Historical Impact: Blessing by association with the Pivot.
Prosperity for the (Client) nation where the pivot is large enough
and a maintainence of that prosperity .

Client Nation Impact: Blessing by association with Missionaries.
Blessings for other nations which associate with the Client
Nation under establishment principles.

Angelic Impact: Blessing by association with Believer as witness for prosecution.
This requires attainment of Spiritual Maturity and passing
Evidence testing.

Heritage Impact: Blessing by association with the Believer after his death.
This is blessing by Friends Family and Loved Ones after the
death of the believer and it explains why loosers prosper.

9. Procedure: Protocol has a precisely correct procedure; A right thing done in a right
way is the only thing that is right.

10. Reward System Eternal and Temporal for those Believers who Execute the Protocol
Plan of God.

11. God makes war against the arrogant believer; God gives Grace to he humble believer.

Rebound PSD used when out of fellowship 

1. The POG is a Protocol Plan
a. A ridged long established code and proceedure

1. This code defines equality for us, 3 SS's, 2 PO's, 10 PSD's
a. This is the MO of the Believer mandated to function under the POG for the



Church Age and use the 2 PO's and the 3 SS's to develope the 10 PSD's
and fulfill the Spiritual Life which is ours independently.

2. Between the code and procedure is the function of the Volition of the Believer
individually free to say no or yes with the appropriate consequences.

3. The ridgidity of the code describes how God only has one way to do a thing in his
PPOG.  
a. A right thing done in a wrong way is Wrong
b. A wrong thing done in a right way is Wrong
c. A wrong thing done in a wrong way is Wrong
d. A right thing done in a right way is the ONLY right thing.  It is also clearly

defined in the Word of God.
4. The end does not justify the means nor the means justify the end.

b. Proscribing complete deference to superior rank or procedure
1. The PPOG has a system of Authority for its function.
2. This system begins in Heaven in Eternity past and continues into and through

history to eternity future.
3. These authority systems are NOT designed for humiliation or demeaning of the

Believer but for the Glorification of God by each Believer in Time.
a. Laws of Divine Establishment

1. authority of the LDE
a. Husband over the Wife
b. Parents over the Children
c. Government over the Cityzen
d. Teacher over the Student
e. Coach over the Player
f. Judicial System over the Criminal
g. Officers over the Enlisted men

b. Spiritual Life
a. BD over the Believer (the Authority)
b. Mandates of the Bible over the Believer.
c. PT over the Congregation
d. Royal Priesthood over Your Soul 
e. Your Volition over your Soul.

c. Followed by strict adherence to due order of precedence.
1. This is the basis for establishing right Priorities in Life and a true scale of Values

based on BD.
2. 6 Priorities related to the PPOG.

a. POG Doctrine First
b. Authority Divine Commands (Mandates) First
c. Policy Grace
d. Objective Momentum
e. System Virtue
f. Purpose JC

3. Emphasis is on the Source of the Spiritual Life for the PPOG
a. From the Humanity of JC in HU 
b. Due order of Precedence stands as a wall between the Mosaic Law and the

function of the Believer in the Church Age.
c. JC pioneered and set the precedence in HU for the Church Age, by following

the fathers plan for the dispensation of the HU and pioneered the PO's and
SS's.

d. The function of the PO's and SS's results in a Personal Sense of Destiny
with 6 Characteristics.
1. Contentment and tranquility of Sou.



2. Stability of mentality plus composure and poise marked by self
assurance.

3. Grace orientation in Life without arrogance.
4. Doctrinal Orientation to Reality.
5. Good Decisions from a position or Strength.
6. Spiritual Advance to the High Ground of Maturity and from the PSD

you add the 4 Mature PSD's.  7,8,9,10
d. Coupled with Precisely Correct Procedure

1. Combines the function of the 2 PO's and the 3 SS's used consistently to establish
the 10 PSD's on the FLOT of the soul and eventual execution of the PPOG.

2. Equality in the PPOG is based on 2 factors:
a. Election: the expression of the sovereignty of God for each Church Age

Believer.
1. Equal Privilege: Royal Priesthood with the right of Privacy in function of his life.
2. Equal Opportunity: Royal Ambassadorship with Logistical Grace provided by the

JOG to the ROG imputed to us as part of our gifts at SAJOG.
b. Predestination: the provision of the sovereignty of God for each Church Age Believer.

1. Equal Privilege: Baptism of GHS entering us into union with JC.
a. Equality of Race, Gender, social status, etc when in the PPOG and in union

with JC.
2. Equal Opportunity: Portfolio of assets for each of us individually for execution of the

PPOG for our Life.
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